
[For current news and updates, please see the News section.]

dsperado is a group of musicians and developers who are working toward a "transportable" and
unique music platform for musicians who wish to expand their horizons.

"Transportable" as in superseding portable: not portable in the small sense, but portable in the take
and only take everywhere sense. Your laptop is portable, but you also need to bring your MIDI
interface, your mixer, your extra mouse, power supply-- you have to hook up wires, find a wall outlet,
hope it doesn't crash mid-gig. dsperado solutions are all in one and don't try to do your web browsing
as well.

Every component of the whole is upgradeable and customizable: so long to the days of reverse
engineering your sampler's operating system so you can tweak the filters. Our OS and program
space is flashable from MIDI Sysex. New DSP algorithms can be created using freely available tools.
Our front-end API is available to programmers who wish to extend the platform.

But out of the box, the dsperado is what you'll need to make sounds no one has heard before. From
synth structures to effect processors, using pattern sequencers or algorithmically generated
arpeggios, the system is built from the ground up with no defined "market" or "target genre." While
you probably could create a TB-303 bassline with the dsperado engine, that isn't our goal-- any
number of the dozens of knockoffs will suit you better. This system is for musicians that need
something completely different.

Architecture

We are making dsperado as modular and extensible as possible. You can use the hardware without
the PalmOS front end, and you can use the PalmOS front end without the hardware. There are many
available MIDI interfaces for the PalmOS if you choose not to use the hardware: check
SwivelSystems or Rubicon for two examples (although they currently do not support MIDI in-- for
MIDI in support, bug your interface provider or build your own-- directions linked from Handheld-
music.)
But it really is something to have these two groups work in concert, as many of the Capers applets
have been 'optimized' for use with the dsperado hardware, taking full advantage of their special
features. However, if you don't have a PalmOS device or don't want to use one, we recommend Tim
Thompson's KeyKit software for all platforms.
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